MAIDEN   SPEECHES
one hundred casualties will follow every ton of bombs
dropped/ From this assertion and other reasonable statistics
he estimated that there would be 12,600 casualties from the
first raid, 10,000 from the second, and for an indefinite
period after that 8,000 to 9,000 daily. * If it is asked, Is
there an answer to an aeroplane? the reply is, There is no
answer but another aeroplane.* Ben Turner interrupted:
*	There is an answer—the New Testament.*
Major-General Seely stressed two points. First, there must
be limitation of arms. Second, there must be an adequate
air force; but unless you accept the second you will never
get the first. Finally he stressed that air defence was a.
question for the Empire as a whole.
Mr. Wallhead, a prominent Labour controversialist,
Assistant Postmaster-General and Member for Merthyr,
attacked General Seely for being responsible for an astound-
ing speech himself. He suggested that he might just as
well have come face to face with the facts of the motion
and have recognized that the only possible nation from
which could have come about the dire effects to which he
had alluded was the nation to which he had referred as our
*	dear friends '—namely, the French.   Mr. Wallhead asked
succeeding speakers to tell him from whom they appre-
hended this danger. Was the danger from Germany ? Even
the most militant of anti-Germans in this country was com-
pelled to  agree  that Versailles had completely  disarmed
Germany. Was the danger to come from the Scandinavian
countries, or Switzerland, Belgium, or Holland?  Separately
none of them constituted a threat that need worry us and
there was little likelihood of their ever uniting.   Surely the
Under-Secretary's plea for international understanding ought
not to be * outside the realm of common sense, statesman-
ship, and diplomacy when all possible opponents in Europe
were eliminated except our present ally, France.  Here was
the opportunity so to arrange matters between France and
this country that ' all possible danger of such a holocaust

